
From Collection, Archive to 
[Re]Creation.
A short narrative essay on visiting the universe of collections, archives, 
indexing and cataloging methods throughout the past – present – future, 
in a parallel relationship with our research cultures of art and design.

Preface From an article from Telegraph “A collection of compulsive art collector.“
Martin Gayford reviews Great Collectors of our Time: Art Collecting since 1945 by James Stourton

Collectors, wrote George Costakis, are like madmen who have forgotten everything else in the world. A collector is capable of com-
mitting a crime for the sake of a coveted work. Costakis (1913-90) was not a rich man. He spent 34 years working for the Canadian 
embassy in Moscow, during which time he accumulated an unrivalled array of early Russian modernist art, rescuing much of it from 
oblivion. As a result, he suffered depression, insomnia and complaints from his wife when he sold the family car to buy a Kandinsky 
and a Chagall. But, he concluded, the joy of the hunt eclipses all difficulties. What drives such people to collect?

One might as well ask why they climb mountains, or strive to become leader of the Liberal Democrats. Evidently, it is an urge beyond 
rational explanation. But the publication by James Stourton, the chairman of Sotheby‘s UK, offers some clues to the mystery. Es-
sentially, the book is a large accumulation of short profiles of compulsive art-hunters, arranged geographically. The result is a sort of 
gazetteer of collecting, starting in 1945 and with emphasis on Western Europe and the US - a work to browse or dip into rather than 
to read straight through. Though their quarry is varied - it might be Pre-Raphaelites, Dutch masters, or cutting-edge videos - genuine 
collectors all have something in common: a focused obsession. Costakis drew up a list of rules for collectors, of which number four 
was: A collector must define the limits of his collecting and never go outside them.

A true collection can itself be almost a work of art, and the process of putting it together may require something close to heroism - as 
it did in Costakis‘s case. On the other hand, it can be much more crass - greedy self-promotion or a well-disciplined case of shop-
ping mania. The late Peter Ludwig, a German collector of modern art on a massive scale, opined that art collectors are no saints, 
their motives are noble as well as base, greed and vanity to show off and achieve immortality, but also to support creative genius. 
And Ludwig should have known, having bought enough to found not one major museum of modern art, but two (in Cologne and 
Aachen) with enough left over to make lavish gifts to half a dozen other cities.

There can be something monstrous about collectors, like all those driven by compulsions. Great resources, and even great posses-
sions, don‘t necessarily mean you have good taste. Cyril Connolly complained about the Parisian mansion of the Greek shipping 
magnate Stravros Niarchos where Post-Impressionist masterpieces were hung amid chandeliers and Louis XVI furniture. Belonging 
to this millionaire‘s treasure hoard, Connolly felt, diminished the power and meaning of paintings by Cézanne and Van Gogh: Unlike 
Henry James, they cannot stand a lot of gilt. 

On the other hand, the rest of us have reason to be grateful to collectors. Many of the world‘s most beautiful museums began as 
private collections - among them the Menil Collection, Huston, and the Fondation Beyeler near Basel. More fundamentally, without 
collectors the entire ecology of art as we know it would fail. Collectors are the consumers - like certain omnivorous marine creatures 
- who keep the whole system going. One charismatic collector can spark an art metropolis into life - as Charles Saatchi has done 
recently in the case of London. Even in the case of art created centuries ago, it is essential that somebody loves it enough to buy and 
cherish it - otherwise it will be forgotten and disappear. The veteran collector Sir Denis Mahon was instrumental in reviving appre-
ciation of 17th-century Italian art - both through buying it and studying it (Ben Nicholson remarked that Mahon knows more about 
Guercino than anyone since Guercino). For some, love and understanding of art are linked to ownership. Eugene Thaw, a New York 
dealer who amassed a superb array of old master drawings, feels like that. “I can‘t understand certain art unless I can get up at 2 am 
and look at it”. No doubt there is a special thrill about contemplating one‘s very own masterpiece in the middle of the night.
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Abstract
Collection can be made and archived through a certain type of organising method - to stay ordered, become useful for public and provide 
information to the people that could regenerate the context and create new things. In this context, archive could also mean, an everlasting, tan-
gible and also intangible bridge through the past - present - future, always there for us. Jacques Derrida rightly argues that the archive “opens 
out the future” and never ends, even if it was long ago left to us as an encapsulated unit, because: “ The archivist produces more archive, and 
that is why the archive is never closed.”

In one’s collection or archive - collected materials mixed in a certain arrangement consisted with visuals and tangibles, fine curation and lastly, 
subjective memory / narrative take important roles to complete the whole term and condition. In my point of view, from personal, small scale to 
large institution or organization in the context of collection and archive, it shares the same principle. 

Owning, collecting, archiving, indexing, labelling, foldering, cataloging and categorizing - either it is related with micro daily routine ; such as 
arranging your salt, pepper, paprika powder and etc. in a certain order on your kitchen shelves, or a macro subject such as constructing an 
architecture of your past artworks for a gallery with curating manner, and from personal petty collection to prestigious library, there comes one 
singular pattern as the principle and also the conclusion.

                                                                       “Collect - Archive - (Re)Creation.”

To start the journey of the essay subjected to the topic ‘From Collection, Archive and to (Re)Creation’, I will begin with a very personal memory I 
have from my experience of collecting, archiving and rearrange them in a narrative and experiment visual charts - to the extended point where I 
will explore and visit some of the renowned institutions, archives and figures to enrich the case study.

There are a few organizations running creative engines and toolsets for archiving and reproduction of collected materials, such as Sitterwerk 
Library in St.Gallen, Switzerland. Home to over 25,000 volumes on art, architecture, design, and photography, the Sitterwerk’s Kunstbibliothek-
(art library) began with the bequest of book collector and connoisseur Daniel Rohner (1948–2007). The organization is deeply inspired by Daniel 
Rohner’s information retrieval process, which are highly associative, holistic and capturing subjective information. It is a living dialogue between 
analog and digital books / other materials, cross referencing the formats and give the push to release a new medium which is called bibliozine ; 
digital documents, paper and booklets - realised by the sensory table.
 
Paul Valery once said; “Two dangers threaten the universe : order and disorder.” - from La Crise de l’Esprit(1919). I believe that any absolute, 
and at the same time, extreme principle certainly can not become an applicable tool to create a lineal performance on how we could carry our 
growing legacy in life, including art and design culture - in an universal aspect. We are living in an fast-phased advanced age with ever-blasting 
and blooming creations of new archetype of things born in every seconds, in need for another up-to-date form of archiving and re-producing 
new knowledge. Every existing matter on this planet is now maybe going through the phase of getting converted into ‘Physital’ state in some 
ways. But there can be strict orders and liberal chaos - coexisting in a fine grey zone - and in certain fields of areas such as, of course in sci-
ence but also in literature, fine art and design research per say, that could own both values in parallel. For now and the future, I strongly weigh 
my view that the way the universe and the subordinates arranged should be transparent, fluid, superfluous and become more independent and 
subjective as well.

Sitterwerk stands as a very subjective institution, with a very subjective system which creates unique possibilities to uncover the unknown, 
undefined, undiscovered territories of archived materials and what or how a user can make a use of the findings. The user can become a 
curator him/herself mix n’ matching and pairing up information that can only come from the very own individual’s mind and produce a next level 
stimulation, references and marks. I am also very intrigued by the importance of Sitterwerk’s multi-sensory table applications and how it helps 
to compose and collect information and knowledge between an individual and the archive organization, covering all corners from tangible to 
intangibles that are collectable. I will conclude the essay with a conducted in-depth interview on Sitterwerk’s position, focusing on its unique 
system which links the material and book archive, plus the potential of Bibliozine, Sensory Table and other sourceful networks that are con-
nected with the organization. Last but not least, I will also have their opinions on what is the current status / technology on today’s archiving 
and re-creating the contents - and how the near future of this system / movement will head its way.


